
It was inspired by the girders, the steel that made every high-rise soar. Risen by the immigrants from Sicily, 
Dublin, and York. Built for the bankers, and the well-heeled order, who were adorned with top hats, and their 

cigars so big they took on some kind of resemblance of an industrialized scepter.
It’s a step back in time, to when America was first modern. To when motorized cars were infants and an electrified 

light bulb was marveled at, as if it were a Martian.
It was a new beginning–when rivets first held the seams of America together.

It was beauty. It was perfection. It was a new universe crafted out of metal and wood.
Before you take your first shot, take a step back and admire the Quest Pool Table for its attractiveness, 

warmth, and inspiration. And if you look close enough, sitting on the rails, as if a girder, just might be three 
hard working new Americans, sharing a simple lunch. Or a banker in his top hat, with his pockets as deep as 

those on the pool table.
This was the inspiration.

The story behind how it was made…
To build this masterpiece only the finest grade “A” American “Red Oak” is selected for its natural strength 

and beauty. This helps create the perfect canvas to ensure a quality, heirloom, consistent furniture finish. We 
simply cannot achieve the finish you see today with non-classification oak which typically contains natural 

undertones of yellow or green that negatively impact the final finish color.
To accentuate the rich character of the wood, artisans carefully work the wood surface the “old fashioned way” 
with a wire wheel that opens the deep grain and enhances its natural beauty. This will enable us to build finish 

colors deep within the grain. Next, we utilize woodworking techniques from the turn of the century to dis-
tress the red oak surface so that the finished piece will ultimately mimic the wear and tear endured during the 

industrial age.
Finally, prior to any finish applications, the wood is water-soaked to further open the grain and feature the distressing 
we have created. We can now develop a tremendous depth of finish. When you look closely, it’s easy to see the 
brown, black, grey and white finishes, and perhaps more than one level of grey can be seen depending on the 

actual wood grain of each piece.
Imagine the metal sled legs as the girders used a century ago to support the bridges of America. In today’s 
application, they are a unique engineering feat in this table’s support. Created precisely in angle and depth, 
these legs support more than 700lbs of weight tirelessly and in a state of perfect levelness so that you can 

enjoy this century old game for years to come.
We have pulled the metal elements from the legs into the rail sights, rail corners and blind aprons to add the 

finishing touches to this beautiful collectible that will surely become a family heirloom.
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